Prereplicative purine methylation and postreplicative demethylation in each DNA duplication of the Escherichia coli replication cycle.
Escherichia coli plasmid DNA activated for initiation of duplication is in a stable low linking number supercoiled conformation. Low linking number DNA is methylated at the internal purines of a frequent 5'-Pyr-Pyr-Pur-Pur tetramer with a 5'-Pyr-Pur-3' axis of symmetry and is cut at the axis of symmetry by pneumococcal restriction enzyme DpnI when methylated in both strands. Purine methylation is of adenine in one strand and guanine in the other. Methylation of one of the two purines is removed during the cell cycle, presumably before the reverse shift to the B-supercoiled conformation. The topological transition was reconstituted in vitro only with DNA unmethylated at purines. Methylation-restriction analyses coupled with the chemical properties of low-linking number DNA and B-DNA respectively, suggest that removal of guanine methylation is essential for the low-linking number to B-DNA transition and hence for the deactivation of replication. Demethylation of methylguanine could explain the presence in E. coli of the two-member inducible operon known as ada. Characteristics of ada suggest a cascade of chemical DNA modifications that reverse prereplicative guanine methylation. Guanine demethylation could provide a model for the pivotal role played by de novo methylation in replication and for the essential role of "repair" enzyme ExoIII in demethylation leading to the reversal of replicative DNA activation and other processes that affect DNA function.